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A use of Euler’s formula in Zaks (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 32 (1982), 95-98 ) is 
replaced by an elementary argument on permutations. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
Let 5’ be an orientable compact surface, and let G be a finite bipartite 
graph with u vertices, 2-cell embedded in S. Let m denote the number of 
4k-gonal faces (k = 1, 2, 3,...) of this embedding (a face is a connected com- 
ponent of the complement of the graph G in S; G is 2-cell embedded means 
that every face is homeomorphic to an open disc; and a face is k-gonal it is 
has k edges in its closure). In [Z] Joseph Zaks uses Euler’s formula to 
show that ‘: 
u-m (mod2) (*) 
and derives as corollaries: 
(a) A necessary condition for G to have a 2-factor (hence to be 
hamiltonian) is YYI = 0 (mod 2). 
(b) If G has no vertex of even degree (in particular, if G is cubic, i.e., 
3-valent) then m = 0 (mod 2). 
We provide here a proof of (*) in which the use of Euler’s formula is 
replaced by parity considerations of three permutations, naturally 
associated with the embedding. (a) and (b) readily follow from (*) as 
in [l]. 
* Supported in part by NSERC grant. 
’ In [l] (a) is proved only for planar graphs, i.e., when S is the sphere; but in fact Euler’s 
formula yields (*) when S is an arbitrary oriented surface; moreover, it yields also v E m + g 
(mod 2) if S is a nonorientable compact surface of genus g. 
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Since G is bipartite, we can colour its vertices black and white, so that 
each edge e of G connects a black vertex v,” with a white vertex II,“. Let us 
fix such a colouring. 
Fix an orientation in S. Then it defines a cyclic order of the edges around 
each vertex of G, and a cyclic order of the edges around each face. We refer 
to this order in stating “e’ follows e around the vertex v” or “e’ follows e 
around the face 9.” 
Define three permutations B, W, F of the set of edges of G as follows. 
B(e) = e’ iff e’ follows e around v,“. 
W(e) = e’ iff e’ follows e around vJ”. 
F(e) = e’ iff e’ follows e” which follows e around Fe. 
Here PC is the face having e and B(e) in its closure, as well as an arc of a 
small circle centered in v:, leading in the sense of S from e to B(e) (this 
addition is needed when v,B has degree 2). See Fig. 1, where the sense of 
rotation is chosen positive, i.e., counter clockwise. 
We have: 
(1) FWB(e) = e for every edge e. 
(2) The edges incident with v,B (v,W) form the B-orbit (W-orbit) con- 
taining e. 
FIGURE 1 
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(3) Let Fe be a k-gon. Then k is even, and the F-orbit containing e is 
of cardinality k/2. 
(Indeed, k is even as every circuit in G is of even length; and the F-orbit of 
e consists of those edges around Fe reached from e in an even number of 
moves). 
Let p denote the parity function and let t denote addition modulo 2. 
Thus, p(n) = O(1) for an even (odd) integer n, p(A) = O( 1) for an even 
(odd) permutation A, and 0 -!- 0= 1 t 1 =O, 0 t 1= 1 + 0= 1. Let c(A) 
(ev(A)) denote the number of A-orbits (A-orbits of even cardinality) of a 
permutation A. We have: 
(4) P(F) = P(B) + p(W) (see 1L 
(5) P(F) = p(ev(~)L 
(6) P(B) t P( w = p(c(B) + c(f+‘lh 
(Indeed, let G have n edges. Since a cycle of length k is a products of 
k - 1 transpositions, any permutation A of the set of edges is a product of 
n -c(A) transpositions, and so we have p(A) = P(n - c(A)). Thus, 
P(B) t P( w = p(n - c(B)) + P(R -c(W) 
= P@ - (c(B) + cc WI) = P(C(W + c( WI). 
(7) ZJ= c(B) + c( W) (see 2), 
(8) m = ev(F) (see 3). 
Thus, by @), (51, (41, (61, (7) we have 
p(m) = p(eW)) = p(F) = P(B) + PC W = p(c(W + c(W) = P(O), 
i.e., m = v (mod 2). 
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